Day 1 :

Arrival in Taipei

Upon arrival, our local representative will meet and greet you, and escort you for your transfer to your hotel where
you will check in for a 4 nights stay.

Day 2 :

Taipei

(Breakfast)

Today’s play is at Taiwan Golf Club where many top amateurs and professionals
have honed their skills. Nicknamed ‘Cradle of the Golfers’, each hole presents
challenges that vary according to the hilly terrain and wind direction. A popular
competition layout, it’s a tight, exacting course which has stood the test of time
rather well. The strong sea winds and tree-lined fairways require the golfer to
exhibit precision control and good course management into smallish greens.
Don’t be surprised to find only male caddies, as is the tradition at Taiwan Golf Club, most of who play to a single digit
handicap.

Day 3 :

Taipei

(Breakfast)

Continue your golf today at Sunrise Golf and Country Club. Rated the best in Taiwan,
it is also home to former LPGA number one, Yani Tseng. This Robert Trent Jones Jnr
design sees big elevation changes that exposes the layout to coastal winds, calling for
precise aerial strategies and creative club selection into tighter fairways. Water
features prominently and sees the front nine playing mostly uphill and the inward
nine vice versa, into small and well-contoured greens. On the signature 10th hole, the
fairway sweeps round a lake in a crescent. The long hitter who favours a big fade could well find the green in one.

Day 4 :

Taipei

(Breakfast)

Tee it up at either of Miramar Golf Country Club’s two Jack Nicklaus Signature
courses. The championship course features twelve water hazards, 110 Americanstyled bunkers and mature trees lining either side of the generous fairways.
Anything other than the somewhat easy-to-find short grass more than likely calls
for the golfer to take his medicine. The fast greens are multi-tiered and canted to
challenge. At the 500 yard last hole, a bunker splits the middle of the fairway at
the 270 yard mark, forcing you to go left or right, with the right side providing a
more open approach to the green. Playing uphill, most will lay up short of the greenside bunker for a short pitch in.

Day 5 :

Departure from Taipei

(Breakfast)

Play your final round at Yung Han Golf Club. Commissioned by the Taiwanese
and built by Japanese for a Scottish links experience, this is the St. Andrews of
the Orient. A championship level course, each hole is unique and designed to
delight, surprise, and at the same time inspire the golfer. The course plays to the
undulating terrain of the nearby mountains with a noticeable lack of trees,
unlike many courses in the area. Yung Han can be benign or a beast, depending
on whether it’s calm or the wind whistles. After golf, transfer to the airport for your homebound flight.

